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ABSTRACT
Community-based question answering platforms have attracted
substantial users to share knowledge and learn from each
other. As the rapid enlargement of CQA platforms, quanti-
ties of overlapped questions emerge, which makes users con-
founded to select a proper reference. It is urgent for us to
take effective automated algorithms to reuse historical ques-
tions with corresponding answers. In this paper we focus on
the problem with question retrieval, which aims to match
historical questions that are relevant or semantically equiv-
alent to resolve one’s query directly. The challenges in this
task are the lexical gaps between questions for the word am-
biguity and word mismatch problem. Furthermore, limited
words in queried sentences cause sparsity of word features.
To alleviate these challenges, we propose a novel framework
named HNIL which encodes not only the question contents
but also the asker’s social interactions to enhance the ques-
tion embedding performance. More specifically, we apply
random walk based learning method with recurrent neural
network to match the similarities between asker’s question
and historical questions proposed by other users. Extensive
experiments on a large-scale dataset from a real world CQA
site Quora show that employing the heterogeneous social
network information outperforms the other state-of-the-art
solutions in this task.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Community-based question answering (CQA) services en-
able users to put forward their puzzles and share knowl-
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edge with each other. Over the past years, CQA services
like Yahoo! Answers, Baidu Knows, Wiki Answers, Zhihu
and Quora have accumulated substantial question-answer
pairs [20]. However, large quantities of proposed questions
are highly overlapped and redundant, which weakens users
query efficiency [12]. To effectively automate select the proper
references from the large-scale pre-queried questions with
corresponding answers, researchers have devoted into ques-
tion retrieval, question answering, expert finding and natu-
ral language processing field for many years.
In this paper we focus on the domain of question retrieval.
The critical problem of question retrieval is to help users
to retrieve historical questions which precisely match their
questions semantically equivalent or relevant [7]. Users can
refer to the good matches before choosing whether to raise
a new question. The functionality brings users much conve-
nience and reduces the repetition rate for CQA platforms.
Hence, it is of great value for CQA services to offer rel-
evant results efficiently and precisely. Many studies have
been done on this task. However, challenges still remain
due to the lexical gaps between questions caused by word
ambiguity and word mismatch problem [28]. For example,
in Quora site there exit two questions “What are some good
introductory materials on machine learning?” and “How can
I start learning machine learning?”. From the views of our
human readers, these two questions are semantically rele-
vant and exactly express the same meaning. While for the
main stream models applied in question retrieval, these two
questions share few common words so they may cause the
dismatch problem. Even for the same word may cause am-
biguity, for instance when we mention the word ‘apple’, we
can not easily tell whether it is about the apple company
or the apple fruit [4] unless we classify through context in-
formation. Another challenge in question retrieval is the
feature sparsity issue [14]. As question titles usually have
short length with varieties of irregular noise, it is hard to
extract exactly modeling topic from using the full informa-
tion of questions.
Most of the existing works consider the question retrieval
task as a supervised learning method, which utilizes both the
question textual content and its belonging category to train
an evaluating model [2], [29], [31]. Researchers in question
retrieval field mainly exploit the language model to learn
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the semantic representation of question contents. Although
the existing question retrieval methods have achieved excel-
lent performance, they do not fully tackle the word sparsity
bottleneck and utilize the questions side information such
as asker’s background, which is critical for question under-
standing. Moreover, since askers have their own social net-
work and their interests may be similar with their friends, it
is reasonable to assume one scenario: Users may post ques-
tions resembled with their friends. It is a very common phe-
nomenon among classmates and colleagues. Thus, how to
leverage these available social information is of significance
for the question retrieval task.
Apart from the valuable social information, the textual
contents of questions are necessary for question retrieval
tasks. Recent works on question retrieval in CQA data
employ different retrieval models to learn semantic repre-
sentations, including the language model [27], the transla-
tion model [25] and learning-to-rank model [31]. Empiri-
cally these previous works consistently show the feasibility
in retrieval performance. However, traditional hand-crafted
features like bag-of-words have inevitable issues that can
not well-embed the word suquence of questions. Inspired by
the flourish of deep learning application in natural language
processing [10], various embedding methods are proposed for
learning the semantics of similar words and encode the word
sequence into low-dimensional continuous embedding space.
Since the question contents are always sequential data with
variant length, recurrent neural network [6] is an ideal choice
to learn the semantic representation.
In this paper, we put forward a novel framework named
HNIL(Heterogeneous Network Integration Learning). Specif-
ically, we exploit a random walk method to explore the valu-
able side information from heterogeneous social network and
question category information. Besides, we model the ques-
tion textual content with recurrent neural network. We then
concatenate the question textual content with user embed-
ding to represent the question and rank similarities with
historical questions. In our proposed HNIL framework, the
questions textual content, their related categories informa-
tion, askers social information are simultaneously learned so
we can utilize the rich interactions between CQA data and
users data. When a new question is queried, HNIL can rank
the historical proposed similar questions so that users can
refer to the recommended questions along with correspond-
ing answers without having to wait his own question to be
answered.
It is worthwhile to highlight several contributions of our
work here:
• We introduce a novel framework named HNIL to inte-
grate question textual content with asker social net-
work information. We utilize a random deep walk
method with recurrent neural network to learn the se-
mantic representation of questions and users simulta-
neously.
• Unlike previous studies, our proposed framework which
leverages the semantic representation of questions and
the rich heterogeneous social network information in
question retrieval field. The framework can be ex-
tended to other information retrieval field for it is scal-
able for heterogeneous network learning.
• Our proposed framework outperforms the state-of-the-
art models that utilized only question textual informa-
tion. The performance improved significantly in ques-
tion retrieval ranking, which demonstrate the potential
of our concept of integrating the rich social network
side information.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present a brief view of current related work
about question retrieval. In Section 3, we formulate the
question retrieval problem and introduce our proposed het-
erogeneous network integration learning method. In Section
4, we describe the experimental settings and report a variety
of results to varify the superiority of our model. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section5.
2. RELATEDWORK
The existing methods for question retrieval can be ba-
sically categorized as categories-model based approaches,
translation-model based approaches, topic-modeling based
approaches and neural network based approaches.
The first approach is the most widely considered in explor-
ing question retrieval problems. It considers the metadata of
questions by taking question categories and labels into con-
sideration. Cao et al. [3], [1], [2] embodied three language
models to exploit question categories smoothing for estimat-
ing questions similarities under the same category. Zhou et
al. [26], [27], [28] proposed several methods in employing cat-
egory side-information. In [26] they leveraged user chosen
category and filter irrelevant questions under leaf categories.
In [27] they developed group non-negative matrix factoriza-
tion with learning the category-specific topics for each cat-
egory as well as shared topics across all categories. Zhou et
al. [28] also employed fisher kernel to aggregate word embed-
ding vectors from variable size into fixed-length, thus learnt
a continuous word embedding model.
The second approach, translation-model based method
learns the pair relevance of question-answer data to bridg-
ing Lexical gaps between queries and questions, or questions
and answers. Jeon et al. [7] discussed a method that refers
to the similarities between answers to estimate question se-
mantically similar probabilities. Xue et al. [21] combined the
question part with a query likelihood approach by incorpo-
rating word-to-word translation probabilities. Lee et al. [11]
investigated empirical methods to eliminate non-topical or
unimportant words in order to construct compact transla-
tion models for retrieval purposes. Apart from word-level
translation method, Zhou et al. [25] learnt a phrase-based
translation model which aims to capture question contextual
information rather than word-based in isolation.
The third approach topic-modelling based approaches also
arised many attentions for we can compare the latent simi-
larity of questions without being constrainted by the queried
sentences forms. Duan et al. [5] identified the question topic
and focus into a consisting data structure. Zhang et al. [23]
assumed that questions and answers share some common
latent topics and through this way the model can match
questions on a topic level. Chen’s et al. [8] assumption is
quite similar to Zhang et al [23].
The fourth approaches leverage neural network to model
questions embeddings. As the flourish of deep learning espe-
cially in natural language processing, researchers bagan to
incorporate the neural network into learning to rank frame-
works. Zhou et al. [30] learnd the semantic representation
of queries and answers by using a neural network architec-
ture. Although the mainstream models of neural network
are mainly applied in question answering not in question re-
trieval, the theories are the same. Qiu et al. [16] encoded
questions and answers in semantic space and model their
interactions in a convolutional neural tensor network archi-
tecture. The model is a general architecture with no need
for lexical or syntactic analysis. Shen et al. [18] utilized a
similarity matrix which contains both lexical and sequential
information to effectively model the complicated matching
relations between questions and answers.
In question retrieval field, very few approaches consider
the heterogeneous social network to dig more information.
For example, classmates or colleagues concern the same pro-
fessional field so they may care about the similar questions.
Zhao et al. [24] implemented a graph-regularized matrix
completion algorithm by integrating the user model to im-
prove expert finding performance. The cross-domain social
information integration is also considered in Jiang et al. [9].
They proposed a star-structured hybrid graph centered net-
work in a social domain and utilized random walk method
to predict user-item links in a target domain. Although
these methods exploit social information contained in the
social link structures, they treat the items (e.g., questions
and answers) and users as simple nodes and ignore the rich
content information. Theoretically, matching the similarity
of queried questions via heterogeneous social network can
make a better use of question related information.
3. QUESTION RETRIEVAL VIA HETERO-
GENEOUSNETWORKRANKINGLEARN-
ING
In this section, we formulate the question retrieval prob-
lem, and propose our HNIL framework with details, finally
we introduce how to use a random walk along with recurrent
neural network to train our model.
3.1 The Problem
We consider the problem of question retrieval from the
view point of integrating heterogeneous social network with
question content textual information. We first denote the
questions with proper semantic embeddings. Since the ques-
tions proposed are variable length of sequential data, we
construct recurrent neural networks to encode the question
textual content into fixed length feature vectors. Recurrent
neural network have shown great superiority in dealing with
variable word sequence length [10]. Given a sequence of
questions X = {χ1, χ2, χ3, ..., χn}, we represent the ques-
tion words by word2vec embedding pre-trained by Mikolov
et al. [13] and then obtain the latent semantic embedding
with fixed length feature vectors from recurrent neural net-
work, which denote as Q = {q1, q2, q3, ..., qn}. In our model,
we exploit not only the question textual information, but
also the side information of askers social interaction. We
give our assumption of the question information in Figure
1.
Figure 1 shows our assumption of the heterogeneous so-
cial networks of askers, their proposed questions and corre-
sponding categories. We hold the confidence that the inner
differences between questions in the same categories are less
than those not in the same one. What’s more, friends are
someone who share common interests thus they may concern
extremely similar questions. The reflecting result on ques-
Figure 1: Heterogeneous CQA Network, in the
graph c denotes as category, q denotes as question,
u denotes as user
tion retrieval is an asker may query some questions which
are similar to what his friends once queried. Our method is
mainly based on these two assumptions. As we can see in
Figure 1, (q2, q3) under the same category have a high prob-
ability that are more similar to (q3, q4) for q3, q4 belong to
distinct categories. Besides, we can see another three ques-
tions in category 3, (q5, q6) are proposed by (u2, u3) respec-
tively, and (u2, u3) are friends, while u4 has no relationship
with u2, u3. So we can infer that (q5, q6) are more similar
than q7 since friends may concern the same problem.
We employ the ranking metric function fqi (qj) = q
T
j qi
that quantifies the similarities between question i and ques-
tion j. We denote a triplet constraint by the ordered tuple
(j, i, k), meaning that “the jth question is more similar with
question i compared with question k”. Let T = {(j, i, k)} de-
note the set of triplet constraints, we define that questions
proposed in the same category or proposed by two friends
get higher similarity score than others. Specifically, we can
calculate the match score for a pair of questions by
s (q1, q2) = q
T
1 q2 (1)
And we aim to learn the ranking metric function that for
any (j, i, k) ∈ T , the inequality represents:
fqj (qi) > fqk (qi)⇔ qTi qj > qTi qk (2)
Many community question answering websites require users
to offer their social accounts, we observe that the ques-
tions proposed by users have centain relevance with users
attributions and their social relationships. Thus we con-
struct a relation matrix which denotes users relationships
by M ∈ Rm×m. We let the entry sij = 1 if the i-th user and
the j-th user are friends, otherwise, sij = 0. We then in-
tegrate the question content textual information along with
user social network information to rank the similarities be-
tween questions. In this way we get the heterogenous CQA
networks to tackle the sparsity bottleneck of question data.
Formally speaking, for a network G = (V,E), where V is
the set of nodes denoting questions and users. E ⊆ (V ×V )
is the set of edges in G consists of question relation and
user social relation, we want to learn the latent semantic
embeddings for each node in V . Figure 2 guides us ideas on
how to concate questions and users synchronously to learn
representations of contexts information.
As Figure 2 illustrated, the input of context includes users
embedding and questions embedding. We learn user repre-
sentation f(u) from a learned user embedding matrix and
apply LSTM to encode questions. Then we concatenate two
vector embeddings into a unified vector. We regard the con-
Figure 2: User modeling from a learned user em-
bedding matrix and question modeling with LSTM.
We concatenate these two embedding results into a
unified representation of question.
catenated vector as the updated question representation ac-
companied by asker information. To this end, the vector of
each context word is made up of two parts: a user embedding
ew = Lwiw and question embedding, where Lw ∈ Mdw×Vw
is the lookup tabels of user representations, dw and Vw are
the dimensions of word vector and user numbers.
Formally, we elaborate the question retrieval problem by
using the above notations as follows. For a set of existed
questions, given a new queried question X along with its
asker information, we learn the latent representation of this
new queried question through heterogeneous CQA networks
so that we can retrieve the top-n most similar questions in
our database. For fomulation, we learn the heterogeneous
CQA networks of graph G, and then embed the askers u and
questions q to rank the the similarity fqj (qi).
3.2 Heterogeneous Network Ranking Learn-
ing with Recurrent Neural Networks
In this section, we introduce the Heterogeneous network
ranking learning framework with recurrent neural network
for question retrieval.
In CQA service, there exits a signicant distinction that
users have abundant interaction in social networks. For
example, users may concern some certain fields and some
field experts, or they share knowledge with friends and may
concern some questions that were asked by friends. Thus,
it naturally forms the heterogenous CQA network between
questions and users. As we have shown in Figure 1, there
exits two network¨ıijZˇone network is the pure attributes of
questions and their corsesponding categories, another net-
work is social relationship network whose nodes are users.
In this paper, we consider how to exploit the rich inter-
action information from heterogenous CQA network. In-
spired by DeepWalk method proposed by Perozzi et al. [15],
we use deep random walk to combine the blended nodes
into mutiple paths, and then we consider the sampled paths
as the context windows for the vertex embedding in net-
works. we treat the paths as sentences and each node vi
in paths regarded as words. In traditional language mod-
elling, given a sequence of words, we aim to estimate the
likelihood of these specific words in the whole oracle. Re-
cently probabilistic neural networks fucus on extending the
traditional language model to generalize its original target.
More formally in our framework, we explore the question
graph through a series of short random walks to build lan-
guage modeling generalization. These paths can be regarded
as short sentences and phrases in a special language. So
given all the previous vertices visted, the direct intention
is to evaluate the likelihood of observing vertex vi in the
walked path. Our goal is to learn the posterior distribution
which we can predict the context node vi within a window
W = {vi−w, vi−w+1, ..., vi+w−1, vi+w} by SkipGram. Fol-
lowing the neural language models by Mikolov et al. [13], we
formulate the vetex as the optimization problem as follows:
min
φ
−logPr ({vi−w, ..., vi−1, vi+1, ..., vi+w} | φ (vi)) (3)
where φ represents the latent embedding of nodes V and
φ (vi) represents the latent embedding of vi. Compared
to traditional latent representation learning of probability
distribution of node co-occurrences, the traditional likeli-
hood Pr(vi|(φ(v1), (φ(v2), ..., (φ(vi−1))) is unfeasible when
the walk length grows and the computing cost will be huge.
As for the optimization method proposed by Mikolov et
al. [13], it uses one word to predict the context instead of
using context to predict a missing word. The words appear-
ing in both left and right hand of given words compose the
context so that remit the ordering constraint on language
modeling. We find the optimization function is particularly
desirable for social representation learning. The advantages
of this optimization method are the speed up for training
time by building small models as one vertex is given at a
time, besides the order independence assumption better cap-
tures the sense of nearness, which is criticle for short text
matching task.
The original deepwalk proposed by Perozzi et al. [15] is an
unsupervised learning framework which only learns nodes
embedding from structured graph. Yet in our proposed
HNIL framework, the question side information we exploit
are question contents as well as their corresponding cate-
gories and askers embedding. It is critical to leverage super-
vised learning method to integrate these available informa-
tion. Thus we need to adapt the original deepwalk frame-
work to fulfill our model. Naturally, since questions content
involve word sequence learning, we integrate the deepwalk
method with deep recurrent neural network learning into a
unified CQA network learning framework to boost question
retrieval performance.
We then describe our approaches for learning question em-
beddings and user representations. To begin with we learn
the question representation through recurrent nerual net-
work. We choose long-short term memory [6] instead of
traditional recurrent neural network to learn question em-
beddings. For traditional recurrent neural network lack the
ability of controling long term dependencies as mentioned by
Sutskever et al. [19]. We learn the embeddings of questions
by following equations:
it = δ(Wixt +Giht−1 + bi)
Cˆt = tanh(Xcxt +Gfht−1 + bf )
ft = δ(Wfxt +Gfhh−1 + bf )
Ct = it · Cˆt + ft · Ct
ot = δ(Woxt +Goht−1 + VoCt + bo)
ht = ot · tanh(Ct)
where σ represents the sigmoid activation function; Ws,
Us and Vo are weight matrices; and bs are bias vectors.
There are three different gates (input, output, forget gates)
for controlling memory cells and their visibility. The input
gate can allow incoming signal to update the state of the
memory cell or block it and the output gate can allow the
state of the memory cell to have an effect on other neurons
or prevent it. Moreover, the forget gate decides what infor-
mation is going to be thrown away from the cell state. We
take the output of the last LSTM cell, hk, as the semantic
embedding of the input sequence {x1, x2, ..., xk}.
Since questions are often queried as paragraphs with sev-
eral sentences, we split the question paragraphs into single
sentence so we can learn the semantic embedding by LSTM
as described above, we then merge the output embeddings
of LSTM by adding an additional max-pooling layer.
As for user embedding, we first construct a user social
matrix M ∈ Rm×m, we let each entry sij = 1 if the i-th
user and the j-th user are friends, otherwise, sij = 0 to
denote users social relationships. And then we learn user
embedding matrix and get a fully connected layer.
We illustrate our framework in Figure 3.
As we can see in Figure 3, we construct the heterogeneous
CQA network and apply a deep random walk to sample the
node path, and then we learn the nodes representations with
LSTM respectively. Taking notice of that the framework in-
volves three different nodes and to utilize the rating infor-
mation, for each node vi in context window W , we design
a specific loss function to simultaneously rank the relative
similarities between different questions. The loss function is
designed as follows:
l(vi) =

∑
q+,q−∈W
max(0,m+ fq−(qi)− fq+(qi)), qi ∈ Q∑
u∈W
‖u− vi‖ , qi ∈ U
(4)
Where the superscript q+ denotes the higher-score of sim-
ilar question and q− denotes the lower-score of similar ques-
tion. In our task, we let questions under the same category
denoted as q+ while questions under diverse categories de-
noted as q−. We denote the hyper-parameter m (0 < m < 1)
controls the margin in hinge loss function and C,U are the
sets of categories and askers, respectively. We integrate the
heterogeneous CQA networks by using the framework de-
scribed above to learn the question retrieval analysis.
3.3 Heterogeneous Network Ranking Learn-
ing
In this section, we describe the detail of learning our pro-
posed framework and suggest the heuristic approaches in
adopting heterogeneous social information to enhance the
model performance.
We incorporate the question textual contents and askers’
relative relationships into a unified CQA network embedding
framework for question retrieval. Integrating users’ social
information can help tackle the question words sparsity bot-
tleneck and adopt more side information for understanding
the question intent, which is critical for question similarity
retrieval. The trained model can rank the question similar-
ities for given a question directly.
We then summarized the main training process algorithm
in Algorithm 1.
The framework is illustrated via Figure 3. Before train-
ing across the heterogeneous CQA network, we sample the
node paths through a deep random walker. We assign the
Algorithm 1 HNIL for question retrieval in CQA
Require:
The set of heterogeneous networkG(V,E), Windows size
w; Max walk length T , Number of iterations m, Walks
per vertex n, embedding size d
1: Pre-train nodes embedding matrix by Deepwalk
2: for t = 1 to T do
3: for j = 1 to n do
4: O = Shuffle(V )
5: for V ∈ O do
6: p = Deepwalk(G, v, t)
7: for q node: q=lstm(q).concatenate v(u)
8: calculate the loss for each node in p
9: end for
10: Summate the total training loss
11: Update parameters by SGD
12: end for
13: end for
category node to be the supervised signal and learn the rep-
resentation of question nodes and user nodes. The loss of
each node is accumulated to get the final training loss. We
manage to minimize the total loss by using stochastic gra-
dient descent(SGD) with diagonal variant of AdaGrad [16].
Denote all the parameters in our proposed framework as
Θ, our learning process is given by:
min
Θ
L(Θ) =
∑
p
∑
vi
l(vi) + λ ‖Θ‖22 (5)
where λ > 0 is a hyper-parameter that trades off between
the training loss and regularization.
By using SGD optimization, at time step t, the parameter
Θ is updated as follows:
Θt = Θt−1 − ρ√∑t
i=1 g
2
i
gt (6)
where ρ is the initial learning rate and gt is the subgradient
at time t.
4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present experiments to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method for question retrieval.
The experiments are based on the Quora service and the
twitter user social network.
4.1 Data Preparation
We collect the data sets from the community question an-
swering service Quora and askers’ following relationships in
twitter social network. The dataset includes 50451 ques-
tions, 4415 users and their following relationships. Each
question in this collected corpus consists of three fields: ques-
tion content information and its corresponding tag, as well
as the asker’s twitter id and his following friends’ id. The
dataset is splited into training set and testing set without
overlapping. The size of test set is fixed as 20% and the size
of training set varies from 20% to 80%.
4.2 Evaluation Criteria
In order to evaluate the performance of different mod-
els, we employ Mean Average Precision (MAP), Precision at
K (P@k) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) as evaluation
Figure 3: The Overview of Heterogeneous Network Ranking Learning. (a) The heterogeneous CQA network
is constructed by integrating questions content as well as corresponding categories and askers social network
relation. (b) A deep random walker is walking on the heterogeneous CQA networks to sample the data
paths. (c) The questions, askers and categories are encoded into fixed feature vectors by specific models,
these features are used to calculate the matching score between questions as output in testing process or
obtain loss to update the parameters in training process.
measures. These measure criterions are widely used in the
evaluation for question retrieval performance in CQA. MAP
reports the model relevance ranking ability for a ranked se-
quence of documents. Precision@K is a useful metric cor-
responds to the number of relevant results on top k search
results. MRR evaluates a sequence of possible responses to
a sample of queries, ordered by probability of correctness.
We now introduce the evaluation criterias in details below.
• MAP (Mean Average Precision) for a set of queried
questions Q is the mean of the average precision scores
for each query for a method M:
Map =
∑
q∈QAvgP (q)
|Q| (7)
AvgP (q) =
1
NMq
j=1∑
|Mq|
NMq,j
j
1 (Mq,j) (8)
where 1(S) is a binary function indicates the relevance
denotes as 1 if Mq,j is relevant and 0 as irrelevant.
NMq,j is the number of relevant questions among the
top j ranked list, and NMq denotes the total number
of relevant questions of queried question q, and Mq,j is
the jth question in the sequence list for queried ques-
tion.
• P@N (Precision @N) for a set of queried questions
Q, P@N measures the ratio of the top N retrieved ques-
tions that are relevant to the queried questions for a
method M:
p@N =
1
|Q|
∑
q∈Q
NMq,N
N
where NMq,N denotes the number of relevant questions
given top N ranked list returned for queried question
q.
• MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) MRR is broadly
used in multi-results problems. In some specific prob-
lems, if only return the top 1 result, the precision rate
or recall rate will be poor, so we usually return multi-
results if the technique is not ripe. The core idea of
MRR is simple: the merits of models related to the
location of the first correct result, the earlier, the bet-
ter. The mean reciprocal rank is the average of the
reciprocal ranks of results for a set of queries Q:
MRR =
1
|Q|
|Q|∑
i=1
1
ranki
Where |Q| denotes total number of query sets and
ranki denotes the sequence location of the correct re-
sult.
4.3 Performance Comparisons
To validate the performance of our approach, we compare
our proposed method against with other six state-of-the-art
methods for the problem of question retrieval in CQA site
as follows:
• VSM Vector Space Model is an algebraic model for
representing text documents as vectors of identifiers.
In our experiment, we represent questions by VSM
feature vectors and then calculate the relevant score
to rank the similarites between questions.
• BM25 Okapi BM25 proposed by Stephen E et al. [17]
(BM stands for Best Matching) is a ranking function
used to rank matching documents according to their
relevance to a given search query. In our experiment,
we exploit the original BM25 to rank a set of questions
similarities based on the query terms appearing in each
question.
• Doc2Vec Doc2Vec (Le and Mikolov et al.) [10] mod-
ifies the word2vec algorithm to unsupervised learning
of continuous representations for larger blocks of doc-
uments. In our experiments we encode the questions
as documents in a low-dimensional continuous feature
space and then conduct the similarities ranking in this
learned feature space.
• DRLM DRLM (Kai Zhang et al.) [22] simultaneously
learn vectors of words and vectors of question cate-
gories by optimizing an objective function. In experi-
ments, we incorporate learnt representations into tra-
ditional language models.
• RCNNs RCNNs proposed by Tao Lei et al. [12] apply
a recurrent and convolutional model(gated convolu-
tion) to effectively map questions to their semantic rep-
resentations. In our experiments, we pre-train ques-
tion content with category section within an encoder-
decoder framework and then use RCNNs to rank the
task.
• DeepWalk DeepWalk [15] proposed by Perozzi et al.
learns the representations of heterogeneous data de-
pending on sampling the graph structure information
of social networks.
Among these six baselines, the VSM and BM25 meth-
ods are the traditional algorithms used in information
retrieval and learn the question model only based on
bag-of-words contents. The Doc2Vec method is the
modified version of word2vec to learn the continuous
representations in low-dimensional space and can be
used in larger block of texts such as sentences, para-
graphs and even the entire document. These three
methods focus on the representation learning of ques-
tion contents to construct a semantic feature space.
While the DRLM and RCNNs methods learn the ques-
tion model based both on the question contents and
corresponding categories. And the last DeepWalk method
learn the question model based on question contents
and categories can be regarded as a simplified HNIL
without the extensions of user social network learning.
Unlike the previous studies, our method HNIL learns
the question model from the Heterogeneous CQA net-
work along with social network. The input words of
our methods are initialized by pre-trained word em-
beddings [13] and the weights of LSTMs are randomly
by a Gaussian distribution with zero mean. We then
employ the random-walk based learning with LSTM
networks for training our proposed HNIL model.
4.4 Experimental Results and Analysis
To evaluate the performance of our proposed framework,
we conduct several experiments on four metrics described
above.
Table 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the evaluation results on MAP,
Precision@1, Precision@5 and MRR, respectively. We con-
duct the experiments by separating the whole data into dif-
ferent ratio from 20%, 40%, 60% to 80%. We choose the pa-
rameters which achieve the best performance to implement
the testing evaluation. We then report several interesting
analysis that we observed on the evaluation results .
Table 1: Experimental results on MAP with differ-
ent proportions of data for training.(best scores are
boldfaced)
Training 20% 40% 60% 80%
VSM 0.1771 0.1893 0.2022 0.2275
BM25 0.1404 0.1521 0.1393 0.1583
Doc2Vec 0.2153 0.2247 0.2336 0.2568
DRLM 0.2322 0.2508 0.2819 0.3117
RCNNs 0.2111 0.2312 0.2494 0.2689
DeepWalk 0.1825 0.2029 0.2150 0.2281
HNIL 0.3321 0.3723 0.3764 0.4067
Table 2: Experimental results on Precision@1
with different proportions of data for training.(best
scores are boldfaced)
Training 20% 40% 60% 80%
VSM 0.1733 0.1821 0.2027 0.2262
BM25 0.1600 0.1820 0.2215 0.2503
Doc2Vec 0.1898 0.2231 0.2343 0.2748
DRLM 0.2131 0.2449 0.2780 0.3207
RCNNs 0.1909 0.2353 0.2522 0.2801
DeepWalk 0.1728 0.2197 0.2635 0.2955
HNIL 0.3341 0.3551 0.3867 0.3993
Table 3: Experimental results on Precision@5
with different proportions of data for training.(best
scores are boldfaced)
Training 20% 40% 60% 80%
VSM 0.1589 0.2073 0.2353 0.2709
BM25 0.1240 0.1552 0.1974 0.2231
Doc2Vec 0.1919 0.2117 0.2908 0.3275
DRLM 0.2447 0.2692 0.3046 0.3681
RCNNs 0.1936 0.2499 0.3051 0.3269
DeepWalk 0.1946 0.2363 0.2727 0.3021
HNIL 0.2962 0.3093 0.3587 0.4101
Table 4: Experimental results on MRR with differ-
ent proportions of data for training.(best scores are
boldfaced)
Training 20% 40% 60% 80%
VSM 0.1929 0.2071 0.2504 0.2992
BM25 0.2540 0.2932 0.3327 0.3561
Doc2Vec 0.2731 0.3036 0.3791 0.3903
DRLM 0.3273 0.3686 0.4157 0.4696
RCNNs 0.2851 0.3109 0.3818 0.4054
DeepWalk 0.3007 0.3546 0.4039 0.4329
HNIL 0.4038 0.4391 0.4790 0.5322
Figure 4: Effect of Sampled Path Length on MAP,
P@1, P@5, MRR using 60% of data.
• The supervised methods HNIL, DRML, RCNNs, Deep-
Walk outperforms the unsupervised VSM, BM25 and
doc2vec methods, which suggests that in question re-
trieval problem it is critical to use supervised informa-
tion such as question category to enhance the inner
similarities of questions under the same category.
• Since DeepWalk performs worse than DRLM in most
cases, we can conclude that the content analysis plays a
more import role than the simple utilization of graph-
ical node information in question retrieval tasks.
• The experimental results in all cases show that our pro-
posed HNIL achieves the best performance. The fact
suggests that integrating question context under cate-
gory supervised signal with user social network infor-
mation can further improve the performance of ques-
tion retrieval. So, in the future study we can consider
more question side information to fully dig question
attributions to enhance question retrieval ability.
There are three essential parameters in our proposed frame-
work: the length of sampled paths, the size of network em-
beddings and the number of walks. From our empirical set-
tings, we vary number of walks from 5 to 20 and the di-
mension of embeddings from 100 to 1000, the performance
trends turn stable when the number enlarged over 10 and
the dimension over 200. We then analyze the effect of sam-
pled paths length on HNIL by varying length using 60% of
the data, and when we use 70%, 80% of the data the trend
is consistent. From Figure 4 we notice when the length of
sampled paths is set to 6 we get the best performance in
MAP, P@1, P@5, MRR respectively.
5. CONCLUSION
Question retrieval is an essential component in Commu-
nity Question Answering(CQA) services. In this paper we
discuss a new framework which is capable of exploiting cat-
egory information associated with askers social attributions
to enhance the question content embedding ability. We de-
velop a random-walk based method with recurrent neural
network for ranking question similarities in heterogeneous
CQA networks. Our approach can be applied easily to ex-
isting question retrieval models and extended into other in-
formation retrieval field. Experiments conducted on a large
CQA data set from Quora and Twitter demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed technique.
This work opens to several interesting directions for fu-
ture work. First, it is of relevance to apply the proposed
technique to other question retrieval approaches and even
other information retrieval fields. Second, associating with
heterogeneous social network may be exploited to further
improve the performance of our proposed model. Finally, it
is of interest to explore other question side information and
combining global relevance scores and local relevance scores
for us to enhance the performance.
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